
 

Cancellation and Missed Appointment Policy 

When you schedule appointments, we reserve that time exclusively for you and we are telling 

others clients asking for that time, it’s not available for them. We strongly recommend working 

with your therapist to plan out a standing time if possible. Our therapists offer many late 

afternoon and Saturday appointments to accommodate busy work and school schedules. Late 

and last minute cancellations does not provide enough time for us to contact clients who may be 

waiting for an appointment time or and to have sufficient notice for others to plan to get here.  

To provide the best service and availability for all our clients, we require 48 hours notice if you 

need to reschedule an appointment (please call before 4pm on Friday for a Monday 

appointment). If you are cancelling a weekly appointment, we request that you contact the front 

office and your therapist directly.  We may be able to find a same week opening to reschedule. 

Consistent attendance is a crucial component to ensuring the most effective treatment. 

Multiple cancellations in a short period of time may result in the loss of prime time standing 

appointments 

Missed Appointments: 

If you do not contact us 48 hours in advance to reschedule or show up, you will be charged for 

the missed session (insurance companies will not provide coverage for these charges). Missed 

appointments include, but are not limited to, the unfortunate experiences of forgetting an 

appointment or having something else important come up that conflicts with your reserved time. 

Extenuating Circumstances: 

We understand that unforeseen illnesses, emergencies, and severe driving conditions may 

result in a late cancellation or missed appointment.  In these situations, you may ask your 

therapist to reduce or waive the charge. We ask that you reserve this request for circumstances 

that truly prevent getting you or your child to our appointment with sufficient notice. Please call 

as soon as you can so we can reschedule.  

Late cancellations and missed appointment fees assessed are as follows: 

First Cancellation: $75      

Second Cancellation: $100 

Each cancelled appointment thereafter: Full Session Fee 

 

I have read and understand the above policy. I understand that I will be charged in accordance with 

this policy in the event I miss or late-cancel a scheduled appointment. 

Name of responsible person(s) ___________________Date: ___________ 

Signature ____________________________________________________  


